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Introduction 

Celeste is a platformer game that allows the player to control a young woman named 

Madeline, all while experiencing her story of overcoming anxiety and depression. Players help 

Madeline climb a mountain with deadly obstacles through the use of jumping and dashing to 

overcome her inner demons. In this paper, I will be analyzing the user experience (UX) and the 

user interface (UI) elements through the game’s menu screens, gameplay, and its accessibility.  

 

Menu Screens - UI/UX 

The first menu screen that the player sees when starting the game is the home screen 

(see figure 1). This screen features a large logo that is placed in the direct center and is 

accompanied by crisp winter wind sounds. The colors, font, and text size also stand out due to 

their size, vibrancy, and style. These elements help get the user excited about the game. There 

is only one option for the user to press on this screen, which appears in the bottom left corner. If 

a user is playing with a keyboard, the option is a white ‘C’ (see figure 2), and if they are playing 

on another platform, such as an Xbox, it changes the button and the background color (see 

figure 1).  

 



 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

 

Figure 2 

Only having one option may present this menu as intuitive, but this screen can actually 

come off as confusing if the user is playing on keyboard. This is because the ‘C’ has a white 

background which makes it look like it is inactive. There are also no action words regarding the 



 

 
‘C’ or even the Xbox ‘A’. When playing with an Xbox remote, it becomes more intuitive because 

Xbox players are used to pushing ‘A’ to start games and the ‘A’ is associated with the green 

color which makes it look active. However, simply having a line that says “Push __ to start” 

would help avoid any confusion that may be presented.  

After the user presses the button to start their game, they are then taken to the game’s 

main menu. Celeste’s main menu uses a very simple user interface, as it only has four options 

(see figure 3). The main menu options are listed in an order that is fairly standard to other 

games. An example is how “climb” is at the top and “exit” is the bottom. This worked well 

because this is where most users expect the start and end buttons to be. When an option is 

selected, it flashes green and yellow, becomes indented/moves, and makes a sound. This 

reinforces the user’s action when they are switching between options. In contrast to the home 

screen, the main menu provides “confirm” and “back” action lines along with the buttons the 

user must press in the bottom right (see figure 3). This helps the player know what controls they 

need to press to start their game or to go back. 

 

Figure 3 



 

 
Once the player presses “climb” they are then taken to the save slot menu. This save 

slot menu works well because the UI elements stand out and fit into the style of the game as a 

whole. The save slot tickets give basic information that the user wants to know such as number 

of deaths, name, time, last location, number of strawberries, tapes collected, and if assist mode 

is active. Most of these elements are also accompanied by icons which assist the user in 

understanding them. An example of this is the strawberry and the skull icon (see figure 4). The 

strawberry icon looks exactly the same as the one in the game with an “x amount” right beside 

it. This makes it very clear to the user how many strawberries they have collected. The skull 

icon represents how many times the player has died, so this icon is very appropriate. If that 

save slot is using “assist mode” then there will also be a blue banner on the left of the card (see 

figure 4). This icon is the same one used when the player turns on assist mode and it is 

represented as in a banner. This banner is attached to the card, so it shows the user that it is 

not permanent and can be turned off. This is a good element to add because the player might 

forget how they were playing last time. 

However, this save slot screen can come off as a little confusing to some players at first 

because there is no action line. This can be easily fixed by adding “select a save slot” at the top 

of the screen. 



 

 

 

Figure 4 

 

Menu Screens - Conclusion 

The menu screens were overall user friendly with simple user interface elements. If I 

were creating menu screens for my own game, I would want my home screen to get the user 

excited to play just like Celeste did, but I would also add an action line such as “press __ to 

start”. I would also not make the background of the start button white because it can be viewed 

as inactive. Instead, I would make this button colored or even flashing like the other options in 

the game. When creating the main menu screen, I would take the simplicity from Celeste and 

include a small number of menu items with an interesting background. This simplicity lets the 

user focus more on the background which can cause them to get more excited about the game. 

I would also want to incorporate the use of flashing, moving, and sound effects into my main 

menu options to reinforce the player’s action. For the save slot screen, I would keep the simple, 

visually appealing icons. However, I would want to add an action line such as “select a save 

slot” to avoid any possible confusion.  



 

 
 

Gameplay - UI/UX 

Celeste’s gameplay screens are constantly changing and adding new experiences. The 

game starts off at the beginning of the mountain with a small interactive tutorial given by a bird 

(see figure 5). This bird gives small snippets of text on how to play. Once the player has 

completed the task, it flies away and comes back when there is another new control. An 

example is how the bird stays until the user climbs to the top where it was originally sitting. The 

tutorial text shown was done very well because it is short, control words are colored, and it 

visually represents specific controls (see figure 5). In the gameplay screens, there is not a static 

user interface. This works well because it allows the player to have the whole screen available 

to view the map, which helps them plan where to go next.  

 

Figure 5  

 

 Although there is not a static user interface on the gameplay screens, the character, 

Madeline, can be thought of as a dynamic UI. Madeline has red hair throughout the game 

except for when the player is dashing or when another jump becomes available. When dashing, 



 

 
her hair turns blue which helps reinforce the player’s action (see figure 6). After jumping, there is 

a timed point where another jump becomes available and during this, her hair turns white for a 

moment (see figure 7). This can aid the user when playing the game because it helps them plan 

their jump strategy. An example of this is looking for the white hair to make another jump. The 

player can also push “down” and fall faster, and this is represented by Madeline being 

compressed.  

 

Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 

 



 

 
As the player moves through Celeste’s 8 chapters and many rooms, new and 

challenging elements emerge. The game starts off with mainly having spikes that the player can 

die on, but the game soon introduces fast-moving platforms, walls to break, collapsing 

platforms, a wind that pushes the player around, and much more. These elements help keep the 

user interested in the game because as they get better at jumps, the game becomes more 

challenging. With so many ways for the character to die in this game, it is a good thing that it 

takes seconds to respawn. Having a fast respawn time is essential for Celeste because players 

will become frustrated if the reload time takes longer than a few seconds. Another way Celeste 

adds challenge is through the use of strawberries. The strawberries presented in the game are 

optional for the player to collect as they add an additional challenge for the players who excel at 

making jumps. At the end of the Celeste, the amount of strawberries the player has collected 

throughout the game determines how Madleline’s pie will look (Brown).  

Another element of the game that engages the player is Celeste’s story. This story is 

about climbing a mountain and overcoming mental illness. It expresses themes of anxiety and 

depression throughout the chapters. This type of story is not common in most platformer games 

and it works as a way to draw in the user emotionally. Celeste incorporates this story well with 

its gameplay in many instances. One example of this is Madleine’s inner self chasing the player 

through rooms which forces the player to think quickly on their feet to successfully make the 

jumps.  

There are a lot of elements that worked well in the gameplay of Celeste, but there are 

also some areas that are in need of improvement. One element that could have been better was 

the interactive tutorial at the beginning of the game. This tutorial started out well, but it should 

have included information about what the different objects mean for the game. Throughout the 

game, there are new objects or power-ups that are introduced without telling the player what 



 

 
they do. These include green gems, double pink diamonds, exploding fish, bubbles, and more 

(Objects). One example is that the green gems give the player the ability to dash again in 

mid-air (see figure 8). However, these gems and other power-ups just show up in a room with 

no context as to what they do. This causes the player to figure it out themselves or wait for a 

pop-up tip to mention its use. It would have been easy to have the bird fly in again just to 

mention what their use is. In regards to strawberries, the player does not know that they aren’t 

essential to the game at first; they just know that they can collect them. In this case, there could 

be a pop-up message telling the player what they are when they see it for the first time or have 

the bird mention it.  

 

Figure 8  

 

Gameplay - Conclusion 

All in all, the UX and UI of Celeste’s gameplay was well-done with a few exceptions. If I 

were to create my own gameplay screens, I would take from Celeste the fast respawn, the 

interactive tutorial, the concurrent addition of unique and changing game elements, and its use 

of dynamic UI through the player’s character. I would also want to craft a unique and compelling 



 

 
story that players can relate to. Celeste did this well when creating their story, so there is much 

to learn from the game’s storyline. However, in my game, I  would have the interactive tutorial 

include more hints and help when users come across a new element for the first time to avoid 

frustration or confusion.  

 

Accessibility - UI/UX 

Celeste gives the unique option of turning on “assist mode” for people who are struggling 

to play the game normally. Players can turn this on to help make the game easier and to focus 

more on the storyline. Celeste did this well, because they included different options for assist 

mode (see figure 9). A player can have only a few turned on to aid them in the game, or become 

invincible. Assist mode allows players to continue with the game even if they are struggling with 

making the jumps. This is important because a player could be very interested in the story, but 

they might not be able to make some of the jumps. The game also accounts for people who are 

only interested in the jumps, as there is the option to skip cutscenes. It is important to create 

accessible gameplay so that players of all types can have a wonderful experience when playing 

Celeste.  



 

 

 

Figure 9 

 

However, the assist mode does not fix every accessibility issue that the game faces. 

Celeste aims to be a “challenging, but accessible” (see figure 10) game but doesn’t take into 

account the game’s experience for many people with disabilities. In Celeste’s settings (see 

figure 11), there are no options for people who are color-blind or deaf. Deaf people playing this 

game would have a very hard time with the rhythm-based platformer sections and when finding 

strawberries because they make bell ringing noises when they are in a room. There are also no 

content warnings that could warn people who have mood disorders or general anxiety. There 

are many emotional scenes in different chapters, but no content warnings to be found (Silver). 

An example of an emotional scene is in chapter 4 when Madeline has a panic attack (Celeste 

Chapter 4 Playthrough). 

 



 

 

 

Figure 10 

 

 

Figure 11 

 

Accessibility - Conclusion 



 

 
Overall, Celeste attempts to be inclusive with their assist mode, but leaves disabled 

people behind in gameplay. To make Celeste more accessible, the creators could make a few 

changes. One change they could make is to add a mode where climbing is automatic or where 

the user could double-tap to dash. This could help players who have physical disabilities that 

might struggle with playing the game with the normal control settings. The creators could also 

add an area where players can view a controls menu. This menu could be a place where 

players who have poor memory go to look at the various in-game techniques. Another 

suggestion that could be implemented is to make Madeline’s hair color stick out more for people 

with specific types of color blindness or even add a color-blind mode in the settings. For deaf 

players, the game could incorporate visual indicators besides colors to the rhythm-based 

platformer sections. An example of a visual indicator for this could be a metronome. There 

should also be a visual indicator for the bell ring that occurs when a strawberry is nearby, this 

could be a small flash effect or an icon that appears when it is in the room. Content warnings 

should also be displayed in the game for people who have mood disorders and for people with 

general anxiety issues during the emotional or stressful parts of the game (Silver). When 

creating my own game, I want to make sure that there are options available for people who are 

color-blind, deaf, and for people who have other disabilities.  

 

Overall - Conclusion  

Although Celeste does not have a static user interface or a formal tutorial, the UX and 

subtle UI elements work well in the game for physically able players. In regards to UI, there are 

small changes that could be made to make the game better, such as adding more of an 

interactive tutorial when new elements show up and incorporating action lines such as “press __ 

to start”. The UX of the overall game still needs some work, especially when it comes to 



 

 
accessibility. Making some changes and some additions to assist mode could make Celeste 

more accessible to people with disabilities. These UX/UI issues and strengths were found 

throughout the game in the menus, the gameplay, and when discussing the accessibility of the 

game as a whole.  
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